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Teacher Study Guide 

Objective 
The objective of this curriculum guide is to provide brief background 
information for a pending performance by Third Coast Percussion. 

Description
 This study guide provides a brief overview of music as science and provides 

several age appropriate classroom activities.  

Educational Outreach Offering
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The Artists: 

Third Coast Percussion is a 
Grammy-winning, artist-run quartet 
of classically-trained percussionists 
hailing from the great city of 
Chicago. For over ten years, the 
ensemble has forged a unique path 
in the musical landscape with 
virtuosic, energetic performances 
that celebrate the extraordinary 
depth and breadth of musical 
possibilities in the world of 
percussion. The ensemble has 
been praised for “commandingly elegant” (New York Times) performances, the “rare 
power” (Washington Post) of their recordings, and “an inspirational sense of fun and 
curiosity” (Minnesota Star-Tribune). The four members of Third Coast are also 
accomplished teachers, and since 2012, have served as ensemble-in-residence at the 
University of Notre Dame’s DeBartolo Performing Arts Center. 

A direct connection with the audience is at the core of all of Third Coast Percussion’s 
work, whether the musicians are speaking from the stage about a new piece of music, 
inviting the audience to play along in a concert or educational performance, or inviting 
their fans around the world to create new music using one of their free mobile apps. 

Third Coast Percussion maintains a busy touring schedule, with past performances in 
32 of the 50 states plus Canada, Germany, Italy, the Netherlands, and Poland, and 
venues ranging from concert halls at the Metropolitan Museum of Art and De Doelen to 
clubs and alternative performance spaces such as New York’s Le Poisson Rouge and 
the National Gallery’s West Garden Court. 

The quartet’s curiosity and eclectic taste have led to a series of unlikely collaborations 
that have produced exciting new art. The ensemble has worked with engineers at the 
University of Notre Dame, architects at the Frank Lloyd Wright Foundation, dancers at 
Hubbard Street Dance Chicago, and musicians from traditions ranging from the mbira 
music of Zimbabwe’s Shona people, to indie rockers, to some of the world’s leading 
concert musicians. 
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HOW DO WE HEAR? 
Sounds are vibrations or sound waves that travel through the air or another state of 
matter and can be heard when they reach someone’s ear. Waves travel to the ear, 
reaching the eardrum and passes the vibrations by neural impulses to the brain. 
Although it is commonly associated in air, sound will readily travel through many 
materials, such as water and steel. Some insulating materials absorb much of the sound 
waves, preventing the waves from penetrating the material.  

Our ears can perceive several properties and characteristics of sound. Sound waves 
can vary by length (frequency/pitch) and strength (amplitude/dynamics). Let’s take a few 
moments and learn about these concepts. 

The frequency is how many wavelengths pass a given point in a certain amount of 
time. The more (faster) wavelengths that pass a given point the higher the frequency; 
whereas the fewer (slower) wavelengths that pass a given point the lower the 
frequency. Frequency is measured in Hertz (Hz).  

Pitch depends on frequency. Pitch, which is how high or how low a sound is. As the 
frequency (the number of wavelengths per second) increases the pitch sounds higher. 
As the frequency decreases the pitch sounds lowers. The speed with which a sound 
wave moves determines the pitch of the sound. The faster the speed of the sound 
waves, the higher the pitch.  
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PROPERTIES OF SOUND WAVES 
Sound waves vary by strength (amplitude/dynamics) and length (frequency/pitch). 

The amplitude of the sound waves are described in music as dynamic levels. Unlike 
scientific measures of amplitude, dynamics describe the perceived loudness of the 
music. Sounds, including music, can be barely audible, or loud enough to hurt your 
ears, or anywhere in between.  

 

 
 

TIMBRE 
In music, timbre is a topic of discussion relating to the quality of a sound that 
distinguishes one instrument or person’s voice from another. Meaning timbre is the 
quality that makes a clarinet sound different than a trumpet and what makes your voice 
sound different than your teachers voice. There are several physical characteristics of 
sound that determine the perception of timbre including spectrum and envelop.  

Singers and instrumental musicians can also change 
the timbre of the music they are singing/playing by 
using different singing or playing techniques. For 
example, a violinist can use different bowing styles 
or play on different parts of the string to obtain 
different timbres (e.g., playing over the long back 
fingerboard produces a light, airy timbre, whereas 

playing nearer the bridge produces a harsh, even an aggressive tone). On electric guitar 
and electric piano, performers can change the timbre using effects units and graphic 
equalizers. 

Experiment #1: Sound Waves and Propagation 
Purpose: This experiment is an investigation of how sound waves transmit energy from 
one glass to another. The experiment will also demonstrate how natural frequency and 
resonance relate to one another.  
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Materials: 

 2 identical glasses  pitcher of water or glass measuring cup 
 Sponge   1 thin piece of wire (1/2” longer than the diameter of          
.                                                     the glasses) 

Procedure:  

1. Fill the pitcher or measuring cup with water 
2. Pour equal amounts of water into each glass. 
3. Bend down the edges of the wire ends carefully so there is ¼ inch on either side 

to hold the wire in place.  
4. Place the wire across the top of one glass in the venter 
5. Gently rub around the rim of the other glass with the tip of your finger.  
6. Make observations.  
7. Focus on the actions of the glass with the wire on it.  
8. Experiment with different (equal) water levels in the glasses. What do you 

notice? 
9. Experiment with unequal water levels in the glasses.    

Questions:  

1. What do you think the term natural frequency means now that you have 
conducted the experiment? 
 
 

2. Define resonance using the following terms: reflection, vibration, and identical 
objects. 
 
 

What’s Happening? 

The glass that is rubbed send out a vibration that is picked up (absorbed) by the second 
glass. Because the glasses have the same amount of water and are the same type of 
glass, they have the same natural frequencies. The sound wave transmits energy to the 
glass, causing a vibration, which is then carried to the wire, causing it to move.  

Experiment #2: Sound Waves and Pitch 
Purpose: This activity will help you understand how changing the rate of vibration can 
vary the pitch of a sound. 

Materials:  

cardboard pencil box (without a lid)    wooden dowel  
rubber bands (different thicknesses and lengths)  ruler 
notebook paper  
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Procedure:  

1. Arrange the assorted rubber bands from thinnest to thickest.  
2. Place the rubber bands in order (on the box) from thinnest to thickest.  
3. Pluck each rubber band, make observations, and record your findings on 

notebook paper.  
4. Place a ruler (on its edge) across the pencil box to form a bridge. The rubber 

bands will become tighter as they are pressed down.  
5. Pluck each rubber band; then, observe and record your findings.  
6. Move the ruler "bridge" off center to the left or to a diagonal position so that one 

side of each rubber band is shorter than the other side.  
7. Pluck each rubber band, observe, and record your findings.  

Conclusion/Questions:  

1. Does each rubber band produce the same sound without the bridge in place? 
Why or why not?   
 
 

2. What change if any, does the ruler make on the sound produced?  

 

 

3. Compare and contrast the sounds produced. Original rubber band 
arrangement - Ruler placed in the center - Ruler placed off center  
 
 
 

4. How does the length of the rubber band relate to frequency (the number of 
vibrations over time)?  

What's Happening?  

Just as the strings inside a piano create different sounds, so too will the rubber bands. 
When the rubber bands are plucked in order, from thinnest to thickest, the sound will 
gradually change from a high pitch to a low pitch. When a ruler "bridge" is added, it 
absorbs some of the vibrations. The length of the rubber band that is able to vibrate 
becomes shorter. The shorter bands will vibrate faster, producing a higher pitch. By 
moving the ruler "bridge" off the center point, one side of the rubber band becomes 
short and the other long. The longer length of the rubber band makes a low, long, heavy 
sound and vibrates at a slower rate of frequency. The shorter length of rubber band 
makes a high, short sound and vibrates at a faster rate or frequency.  
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                       Experiment #3 Sound Vibrations and a Kazoo! 
Purpose:  

To demonstrate the physics of sound such as vibrations by making a kazoo.  

Materials: 

toilet paper roll   wax paper 
rubber bands   scissors 
paper towel roll, or any cardboard tube (one per student)  

Procedure  

1. Cut a small square of wax paper about one inch larger than the opening of 
the cardboard tube.  

2. Wrap the wax paper over one end of the tube and secure it with a rubber 
band.  

3. Put the open end of the kazoo up to your mouth and hum a tune into it.  
4. What happens?  
5. Why does your voice sound different?  
6. How does the loudness of your voice increase?  
7. Experiment with different songs and degrees of loudness.  

Background  

The sound of your voice seems to be made louder by humming into the kazoo because 
the kazoo vibrates with the sound of your voice. Your voice is a complex sound wave 
that contains a lot of different sounds all put together so that they sound like one sound. 
Scientists call the different sounds harmonics, and all those harmonics together are 
what make your voice sound different from someone else's. As your voice travels down 
the cardboard tube and reaches the wax paper, the wax paper vibrates and gets 
amplified (made louder). Not all the harmonics are amplified the same, so the kazoo 
actually changes the way your voice really sounds. When you hum into the kazoo, you 
get a completely different sound.  

People have created many more sounds. Some of these sounds are called music, and 
music is created in lots of different ways. Many hundreds of years ago, people found 
that certain objects, such as metal wire, when plucked, produced a very pleasing sound. 
Over the years, people have created many musical instruments from that very simple 
sound.  
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                                                                 Experiment #4 Be the Vibration! 
Supplies: One flexible rope measuring 12-15 feet per group (jump ropes can work) 

Instructions: Separate students into groups of 5-6, tie one end of the rope to a heavy 
table or desk on a smooth floor, to create waves that travel to the end of the roap jerk 
your hand from side to side, try to create long, slow waves that resemble a low pitch 
and short, fast waves that resemble high pitches.     
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A Guide to Prepare for the Performance 

As you prepare to attend the performance, we recommend that you consider these 
guidelines of what to look and listen for during the performance. What are some other 
things you could add to this list.  
 
Students should be encouraged to:  

A. Watch the musicians. 
B. Listen to the music. 
C. Look at the instruments. 
D. Laugh when they see the performers do something funny. 
E. Clap to show the performer that they are enjoying the performance when the 
show has finished. It is customary to applaud when the performers take a bow.  

Students should NOT: 

A. Talk or make noise because they might miss something important. 
B. Chew gum or eat because it is disruptive to others and makes a mess in the 

theater. 
C. Leave their seats before the lights go on because this is very 

disruptive to their neighbors. 
D. Use their iPods, cell phones, or CD players in the theater because this is 

disruptive to the dancers and other members of the audience. 
E. Take photos or videos. 

 




